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Defects in rocket motors can lead to performance variability and, in the worst case,
loss of life or platform. Current rocket motor safety assessment best practice involves
conducting a combination of non-destructive and destructive surveillance tests on the
rocket fleet. Radiographic inspection has the advantage that it’s non-destructive and
can be performed a number of times throughout the life of a rocket and for each round
in the fleet. In practice, whole of fleet radiographic surveillance is impractical, as
current radiographic inspection practices are highly labour intensive. Furthermore,
radiographic shot-to-shot spatial variation; insufficient contrast at key structural
regions within the rocket and; the following of generic radiographic standards not
developed for the specific article being assessed, can all complicate the assessment of
changes in features observed in radiographs taken years apart or across different
rounds. To address the cited deficiencies, DST in collaboration with JPEU and CASG
selected a batch of rocket motors for a proof of concept study to demonstrate the
benefits of optimising the radiographic surveillance of rocket motors. Through a
combination of tailor made hardware and an optimised radiographic procedure,
improvements were made in radiographic image quality, consistency and throughput,
bringing whole of fleet radiographic inspection one step closer to reality.
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